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1514 Stephanie Oesch
This one.
The 1961 oil on canvas.
One of your earlier works,
with paint smeared so thick
it rises and falls from the canvas
with its own unique geographical features.
I doubt you’d even notice it missing,
if I shoved the 24” x 16” canvas under my top
and strolled past the guard near the exit.
I want to, you know?
Take this painting home,
dig my fingernails between the layers of paint
and peel them back one by one.
Fill my own paint brushes with paint thinner.
Paint backwards
until I’m left with nothing but 
a plain, blank canvas.
Then paint myself blue,
grow a couple of extra arms,
string together some human skulls
and tape together a skirt of human limbs.
A sort of statement, a sort of,
“I am become Death, the destroyer of small, painted worlds.”
Maybe move to Manhattan.
In the corner, someone sneezes,
and I’m standing far too close to your painting
for the curator’s comfort. 
Please Do Not Touch the Artwork
This Poem is No Longer Available Due to 
Copyright Claim
Adam West hasn’t really been the same
since the bat signal got struck by the last copyright violation.
He is the aging celebrity vigilante we deserve
but not the one we need right now,
runs around wearing tights,
punching people in the face, shouting BANG, BLAM, BAMF
GQMF, YMMV, OTP, OOC, TPTB, RPS, J2.
Pardon my overuse of acronyms,
but comms are like speakeasies.
You’ve got to speak the lingo,
slide up on a bar stool, lean seductively over the counter.
“I’d like a SGA, SPN twist. Hold the slash. Go crazy with the angst.”
Outside a giant “C” sears its corrupting, 
corrosive self into the night sky,
a sort of “Pirates Ye Be Warned.”
I have ancient Aztec gold hidden away in Word documents,
plan on running off to Montrichard to make YouTube 
videos with non-public domain music,
calling Tom Hanks every Christmas until he arrests me,
I plan on creating an AU for myself on the way back to the States,
having hella hot sex with a steward in the airplane bathroom
instead of escaping and legging it down the runway,
I plan on sitting in front of a jury and telling 
them everything is fair use.
That this is an age of weird prohibitions.
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